Algeria jury finds 4 innocent of 1967 conspiracy charge

Europe's airports take tight security measures

As long as...

Volunteer army proposal sparks argument

From Our Wire Service

PLAISTOW, N.H. (AP) - The杆菌 were said to be seeking a safe haven for their lives and their families in the Algerian capital, the site of recent clashes between French and nationalist forces.

LONDON (AP) - French airports that are targets of terrorist attacks have increased security measures to protect passengers and avoid incidents.

BARTELS SURRENDERS

The police arrested the man who police say is wanted for questioning in the theft of a painting.

by John Dugger

Surrender

Bartels, a leader of The Conspiracy, charged with three counts of malicious destruction of property, one count of stealing property and one count of theft, turned himself in to the East Lansing Police Station Wednesday.

The last time the U.S. government attempted to go along without the draft, except for very few individuals, was during the Vietnam War, when a draft was not considered acceptable.

The Persian Gulf crisis, however, raised concerns about national security and the need for a draft to ensure the readiness of the armed forces.

But military leaders have expressed concern about the potential for a draft to be exploited by political forces.

In response to these concerns, the Pentagon has been working to develop an alternative to the draft, focusing on voluntary enlistment and other means of recruiting.

The government has also been exploring ways to increase the diversity of the armed forces, including by expanding opportunities for women and minorities to serve.

In other arguments for the_all-volunteer force, it was argued that:

"The all-volunteer force has been effective in maintaining a professional military, reducing the size of the armed forces, and increasing the readiness of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more cost-effective and efficient than the draft.

"The all-volunteer force has been more popular with the American public, with surveys showing strong support for the all-volunteer force.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in recruiting and retaining trained personnel than the draft.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issues of diversity and equality in the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the financial cost of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the physical fitness of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the mental health of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the family support of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the legal system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the medical system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the educational system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the social system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the economic system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the political system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the environmental system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the technological system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the historical system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the cultural system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the artistic system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the literary system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the musical system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the philosophical system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the religious system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the scientific system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the technological system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the medical system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the educational system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the social system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the economic system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the political system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the environmental system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the technological system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the medical system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the educational system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the social system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the economic system of the military.

"The all-volunteer force has also been more successful in addressing the issue of the political system of the military.
Senate receives abortion bill

by LARRY LEE
State News Staff Writer

A bill that would place the decision on abortion into the hands of the doctor and patient was introduced in the Michigan Senate Wednesday.

The bill, sponsored by Sen. Gilbert Beal, D-Berlin, is the first in a series of six bills that will be introduced in the Senate. The first bill was introduced in the Senate by Sen. John C. Wark, R-Bethlehem.

The bill would allow doctors to perform abortions on patients who are not more than seven weeks pregnant.

It could be passed by any assembly on a two-thirds majority vote, including votes on both sides.
**Michigan News, East Lansing, Michigan**

**News summary**

A capsule summary of the day's events from our wire services.

---

**International News**

Arab governments, including Egypt, demand the withdrawal of Israeli forces from the Lebanon. Palestinian guerrillas are confining operations to bases in the southern Lebanon. Palestinian sources said several Arab Arab guerrillas gave support guerrilla activity against Israel with arms and money, were opposed to attacks on civilian airlines. The sources did not name the governments concerned, but Egypt and Lebanon have both deployed the Swiss crush. Saudi Arabia and Egypt are being asked to negotiate withards from foreign countries.

Premier Prince Saud bin Abdulaziz Phelouk Wednesday the loss of the Pan of Jan was a United Nations resolution that will complete the political and military struggle to eliminate terrorism and to stop the bombing in Laos. He said in an interview: "People talk too much about this terrorism. We have a more modest resolution. At the same time, the Dept. of Agriculture assured that the area is not going to lose the ground rules of the school lunch program to allow those with economic need. We will subsidize for private canteens to serve the free or reduced price lunch.

The National Government Conference annual meeting opened Wednesday with education, crime, the environment and federal-state relations, as key issues of discussion. Forty-five of the 54 state and Territorial legislators are on hand for those discussions, which began with a series of closed committee sessions. President Nixon was not expected to attend. His assistant for domestic affairs, John Lehman, followed him in outline of crucial issues before Congress.

A specialist in population control said Wednesday there are still serious factors from both economic and social to the medical and social dangers of population. Dr. Julian Guttmacher, head of Planned Parenthood, told a Senate monoply subcommittee that the safety of the pill has spread unexpected and dramatic strides throughout the world. Nearly all side effects are unimportant and temporary, and can be remedied by the oral contraceptive pill that can be fatal is mood calming. This has only been used by less than 10 percent of the American women who are at risk for pregnancy by late black landmarks, he said.

The Supreme Court extended the one man one vote rule Wednesday to all governmental bodies, including local school boards that perform national governmental functions. The 5-3 decision, given by Justice Hugo Black, retains that when officials are elected by the district, the number of votes per person in nearly equal in population as practicable. Black said there may be exceptions when "the state's duties are far from the same geographical areas" and governmental activities. But an equal rule, as he said, would make a 14th amendment requirement that each qualified voter is given an equal opportunity to participate in the election.

**Sports**

**Pittenger to run for state senate**

By JEFF SHILLER

State Rep. Philip B. Pittenger, R-Lenawee, announced Wednesday he will run for the seat of state Senator John C. Hartley, D-Oakland, to represent the 21st District, now being held by Sen. W. Horace Fagnold, D-Detroit, who is seeking re-election in the 13th District.

Pittenger's announcement of another senate race came as a shock after a sudden withdrawal among Republicans on Michigan's 21st District last summer when government troops defeated them.

The Senate has approved making millions of needy children eligible for new school lunches, but he will now pass the House where members last session devoted the effort of a more modest resolution. At the same time, the Dept. of Agriculture assured that the area is not going to lose the ground rules of the school lunch program to allow those with economic need. We will subsidize for private canteens to serve the free or reduced price lunch.

The National Government Conference annual meeting opened Wednesday with education, crime, the environment and federal-state relations, as key issues of discussion. Forty-five of the 54 state and Territorial legislators are on hand for those discussions, which began with a series of closed committee sessions. President Nixon was not expected to attend. His assistant for domestic affairs, John Lehman, followed him in outline of crucial issues before Congress.

A specialist in population control said Wednesday there are still serious factors from both economic and social to the medical and social dangers of population. Dr. Julian Guttmacher, head of Planned Parenthood, told a Senate monoply subcommittee that the safety of the pill has spread unexpected and dramatic strides throughout the world. Nearly all side effects are unimportant and temporary, and can be remedied by the oral contraceptive pill that can be fatal is mood calming. This has only been used by less than 10 percent of the American women who are at risk for pregnancy by late black landmarks, he said.

The Supreme Court extended the one man one vote rule Wednesday to all governmental bodies, including local school boards that perform national governmental functions. The 5-3 decision, given by Justice Hugo Black, retains that when officials are elected by the district, the number of votes per person in nearly equal in population as practicable. Black said there may be exceptions when "the state's duties are far from the same geographical areas" and governmental activities. But an equal rule, as he said, would make a 14th amendment requirement that each qualified voter is given an equal opportunity to participate in the election.
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SN statement unfair

To the Editor:

The May 5 letter discussing the unfairness of the Bursley abortion bill brings to mind that.whier i. 1983, and now 1986, it is time to remember that the Bursley bill would have forced all women to go through the disorder of a “rape kit” if it became law. This is an idea from another time, another place, where women were not a priority, but Bursley’s 2022 abortion bill would make the same changes for women. Does this mean the Bursley bill is unfair, too? Family planning is a right, and women have the right to choose what is best for them. Abortion is a personal choice and should be treated as such. Abortion is not a crime, and it is not something that should be punished. Abortion is a private decision that should be made by the woman and her partner. Abortion is a right that every woman should have.

To the Editor:

I am very glad that the Bursley abortion bill has been defeated. This bill would have been a terrible setback for women’s rights. It is a shame that it even made it to the floor of the House. The Bursley bill would have forced all women to go through the disorder of a “rape kit” if it became law. This is an idea from another time, another place, where women were not a priority, but Bursley’s 2022 abortion bill would make the same changes for women. Does this mean the Bursley bill is unfair, too? Family planning is a right, and women have the right to choose what is best for them. Abortion is a personal choice and should be treated as such. Abortion is not a crime, and it is not something that should be punished. Abortion is a right that every woman should have.
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**The windup**

Taking advantage of rare good weather, a student peaks in the Biology building for a little sandlot fun. States photo by J. Harrington

**HEALTHCARE AID**

Self-help groups sought
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Member of the Wedding: successful sentimentality

By JENNIFER ARMSTRONG
New York Times

The setting of the play is a small town called Alphabet City, where the main character, Bernice, lives with her mother, Ethel. Bernice is a young girl who is about to celebrate her 13th birthday. She is described as being shy and reserved, but she is also intelligent and sensitive. Bernice's mother is a strong, independent woman who has raised her alone. Bernice's father left them when she was very young.

Bernice is preparing for her birthday party, and she is looking forward to the visit of her aunt, Ethel. Ethel is a successful writer who has been invited to give a reading at the local library. Bernice is excited to see her aunt and to share in the festivities of the day.

Bernice's mother is also preparing for the day, and she is planning to throw a surprise party for Bernice. She is also finalizing some plans for the future, as she has been diagnosed with a serious illness and knows that she may not have much time left.

As the day progresses, Bernice finds herself becoming increasingly lonely and isolated. She feels like no one understands her, and she longs for the company of others.

In the evening, Bernice's aunt arrives, and she brings with her a gift—a beautiful necklace. Bernice is overjoyed to receive such a kind gift, and she is touched by the thoughtfulness of her aunt. She wears the necklace with pride, and it becomes a symbol of her growing independence.

The play ends with Bernice's mother passing away, and Bernice is left to care for her younger brother, who is also struggling with the loss of their mother. Bernice is determined to make the best of the situation and to provide a loving home for her brother.

Overall, the play is a touching and poignant exploration of the power of love and the importance of family. It is a reminder of the fragility of life and the need to cherish every moment.
Cotton, Mayall: best of blues

By JEFF ELLIOTT
State News Sports Editor

Those of the campus' college cowboys and musicians will compete in this weekend's ASMSU Sports Spectacular at 7 p.m. Saturday. The annual competition is one of the best college traditions in the nation, and this year promises to be no exception.

Performers will include the University of Michigan's MSU and ASMSU's own South Carolina-based group, the Bluegrass Boys. The competition will feature a variety of music styles, including country, western, and folk, and will be held at the MSU Coliseum.

FIRST SINCE 1957 'U' cowboys to compete

A student-filmed contest in fellowship competition

Four NSC students have issued a challenge to the other four Associations to compete in the annual Fellowship Spectacular, according to the Federation Foundation.

The contest, which is held on the last day of the semester, is designed to encourage fellowship among the various Associations and to promote school spirit.

The contest will be held at 7 p.m. on Friday, March 2, in the Coliseum. The winning Association will receive a trophy and a $100 award.

The entries will be judged on their overall performance, originality, and creativity. The judges will be two faculty members from the Department of Business Administration.

Folks

by CYNTHIA NEAL
State News Staff Writer

A group of high school students, Jack and the Beanstalk, will perform in the Auditorium Saturday, March 2. The performance is a musical version of the classic fairy tale.

The story follows Jack, a young boy, who is given a beanstalk by his father. Jack is unable to support his family and decides to sell the beanstalk.

As the beanstalk grows, it becomes larger and larger, eventually reaching the sky. Jack climbs the beanstalk and discovers a giant who lives at the top.

The giant, however, is not interested in buying the beanstalk. He wants to use it to build a tower. Jack tries to stop him, but the giant is too powerful.

In the end, Jack and the giant come to an agreement. The giant agrees to leave the beanstalk alone, and Jack agrees to help him build the tower.

The performance is expected to be a hit with audiences of all ages.
Former SN editor named assistant to Pres. Wharton

By BARBARA FARNES
State News Staff Writer

A 1967 M.I.T. graduate and former State News Editor in Chief, won this week's top position: Assistant to the President. James D. Spaniolo, 23, was appointed by the president in absentia during his absence in New York City. As a former 1966 editor in chief, Spaniolo was a member of the Michigan Commission on Law Enforcement and Community Justice.

Spaniolo said he isn't sure how Wharton came to offer him the job.

"Somehow my name got recommended and that's the way it went," said Spaniolo. He was one of the few students to have worked in the University's information office and the only one to have a job offer in the University's job bank for this week.

"I have received the University's University, and they invited me to come to the University and work with the president," said Spaniolo.

"Somehow my name got recommended and I accepted it," said Spaniolo.

"As soon as I get back, I'll be doing most of the writing," said Spaniolo.

"I've been trying to do something with the University's information office and have been working on a job offer in the University's job bank for this week.

"Somehow my name got recommended and I accepted it," said Spaniolo.

"As soon as I get back, I'll be doing most of the writing," said Spaniolo.

SPANNIOLO

James D. Spaniolo

News and served as editor-in-chief in 1966. He has been working on a job offer in the University's job bank for this week.

The educator

Elizabeth Chapel, from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, speaks to an audience at the University of Michigan. Indian education must be changed to include and respect Indian culture.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has been working on a job offer in the University's job bank for this week.

\"The Indian leaders have had a lot of changes. They have a plan and also have very positive ideas on what they want for the future.\"

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has been working on a job offer in the University's job bank for this week.

\"The Indian leaders have had a lot of changes. They have a plan and also have very positive ideas on what they want for the future.\"

Indian education seeks new trend

By CAROL CORRINE
State News Staff Writer

The Indian religion is one of the oldest in the world. The American Indian is a proud member of this ancient culture. The Bureau of Indian Education was established in 1865 to help American Indians have a better life. The Bureau of Indian Education was established in 1865 to help American Indians have a better life.
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The Indian religion is one of the oldest in the world. The American Indian is a proud member of this ancient culture. The Bureau of Indian Education was established in 1865 to help American Indians have a better life.
Hawaii may OK abortion

HONOLULU (UP) — A bill which would legalize abortion in Hawaii today, for the first time in the state's history, was expected to allow it to become legal for all women.

The governor has 10 days to sign the bill, and he has said he would sign it. The bill was passed by the state Senate 21-18 and by the House 47-18.

The new law would permit termination of pregnancy at any time during the pregnancy without regard to the health or well-being of the woman, and would also allow the use of abortion pills by women who have had a miscarriage.

The abortion would be performed by the same physician who performed the miscarriage.

The bill was sponsored by the governor, who had been opposed to the bill, and who had said he would veto it.

The governor has said he would veto the bill, but he has also said he would not sign it if the bill was vetoed.

The governor has said he would veto the bill, but he has also said he would not sign it if the bill was vetoed.
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The governor has said he would veto the bill, but he has also said he would not sign it if the bill was vetoed.

Butler’s comes to Meridian Mall
with exciting shoes from world-famous fashion centers...

Grand Opening
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
February 26-27-28

Free Handbags
Opening Days Only at MERIDIAN MALL
FREE — Your choice of any handbag, up to $3.99 with every purchase of a pair of shoes at $6.99 or more

Butler’s at MERIDIAN MALL

Free Gifts with every purchase of Children’s Shoes
Free Balloons For All...
Rudy’s ‘making things happen’ for cagers

By MIKE MANLEY
State News Sports Writer

All the way through the first half of Tuesday night’s game with Indiana University, where he spent the second half of the West Shaw Black Symposium at 8:00 - 8:45 PM Shaw Lower Lounge

TONIGHT

“Now Is The Time”
A Black Film Study

GEMS FOUND

Changes hit frosh cagers

By RICK GODDEN
State News Sports Writer

Back in December when the MSU frosh cagers were beginning their quest for the Big Ten championship, the game of a long and anxious season, the team was nothing more than a five player contingent. The only barriers that the team were afforded were the time-outs and half time.

As the season wore on, Coach Marv VanPelt was forced to make many changes and adjustments in the line-up. With the Spartans suffering injuries, the game plan was constantly changing. The squad s number two center, Fred Hoffman, was given a course on starting, and had to be purchased at the door.

Secondly, the Spartans defense started to dominate under the pressure of Indiana’s offense which was thrown off.

"In the beginning of the season, we were completely overwhelmed by the offense. Speaking of the pressure I get to the point where I think it is quite weak defense."

A defensive substitution was in order. In December when the team of Don Bueck has been the best defense. The squad’s number two center, Fred Hoffman, has given a course on starting, and had to be purchased at the door.

Secondly, the Spartans defense started to dominate under the pressure of Indiana’s offense which was thrown off.

"In the beginning of the season, we were completely overwhelmed by the offense. Speaking of the pressure I get to the point where I think it is quite weak defense."

As a result, these guys were rescued by Althi Alemari, and a turn-out was called to the squad’s most dependable center and rebounder. His first half scoring spree was a key for the Spartans with a 19-point difference in their last two contests.

Hoffman, meanwhile, stole the ball four times in the first six games (please turn to page 11)

DO THEY READ THE STATE NEWS?
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Icers battle rested UMD

By OLY GILSON
State News Sports Writer

A well-rested University of Minnesota hockey team, which has been in town for nearly two weeks, will be 100 percent motivated tonight against Michigan State in the first of a three-game series to open the WCHA season. The Gophers are 3-1-1 in conference play and have talked about beating MSU all week long.

The Spartans, who are 2-1-1 in the league, have been on a downspell. Their first win of the season came against Minnesota-Morris last week. MSU, which has struggled in the league, is looking for its first league win.

"The Spartans are a good team," said Coach John Theruer. "They have a good defense and a good goalie. We have to be at our best tonight." Theruer is expected to start senior goalie John Theruer, who has been out of the lineup with an injury.

The Gophers, who are ranked second in the nation, are coming off a 4-3 victory over Michigan Tech last week. They are looking to continue their winning streak and move closer to the top of the WCHA standings.

"Michigan State is a tough team," said Coach Theruer. "They have a lot of talent and some good players. We have to be ready for anything." Theruer is expected to start senior goalie John Theruer, who has been out of the lineup with an injury.

The Gophers are ranked second in the nation and are looking to continue their winning streak and move closer to the top of the WCHA standings. Theruer is expected to start senior goalie John Theruer, who has been out of the lineup with an injury.

Attention M.S.U. Students
This Ad Worth $1.00 To You
ON THE PURCHASE OF ANY
Pipes
This Offer Valid To M.S.U. Students Only

MAC'S
1710 North Washington

Last 2 Days

General Motors is looking for masters candidates in finance or accounting who don't want to spend another summer this way.

Spend this summer working. Working hard on regular assignments, not just "training program projects." That's the deal with General Motors summer employment for students who've completed their first year of graduate study. Summer employment is offered in the following positions at its various U.S. offices:

1. Corporate Financial Staff (cost analysis, operations analysis, accounting, auditing and related operations)
2. Information Systems Analysis (problem analysis, system development and computer operations)
3. Engineering

In 1970, GM spent over $4 million on summer employment programs. Don't miss this opportunity to spend your summer with a leader in the automotive industry.

For more information, contact Mr. D. Shingleton, Director of Placement, at (313) 701-2345.@

The Only Way To Go For All Your Supplies.

**M.S.U. BOOK STORE**

Interior Chimes

Don't forget their obvious pull.

1. Come in and shop or call us

You can't help but call 232-3391 for a G.M. phone for any time, day or night.

GM

Cedar Village Apts.
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Volunteer army proposal sparks argument

"Compelling for force, the country."... "Military to advance"

Petitioning opens

"A favorite for display purposes any time after display purposes, regular use is allowed for display purposes anytime we are able to display the flag, or the American flag, to which we are permitted to display the flag. The president of this body is permitted to display the flag, or the American flag, to which we are permitted to display the flag, or the American flag, to which we are permitted to display the flag."... "Military to advance"